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Right off Highway 62 in Yucca Valley, a muted-tan corner building 
is softened by white curtains and raw wood cactus planters. 
The sign in the window says, “Shop on the Mesa, furniture and 
dry goods,” in front of  an array of  air plants and ceramic moon 
chimes dangling behind the glass. This new shop is the physical 
manifestation of  a brand that’s been quietly growing in the high 
desert since 2016. Fire on the Mesa, a design studio founded 
by Anthony Angelicola and Thao Nguyen, is beloved in the 
community for its handcrafted furniture, from leather lounge 
chairs to walnut side tables – not to mention custom projects like 
cabinetry in popular local Airbnb, The Joshua Tree Hacienda. 

“We’ve always wanted to tell the story of  what our brand is 
about and have a physical environment to share with others,” 
explain Angelicola and Nguyen, who migrated to the desert from 
the East Coast. “Hence, a store was the natural solution. The 
store brings together our furniture and artisan-made goods. … 
We love that the store can be an evolving space to share ideas and 
collaborate with artists and other designers.”

In addition to handmade ceramics, African baskets, Moroccan 
rugs, Indian textiles and natural apothecary items, the shop 
places Fire on the Mesa pieces at center stage – sleek wood beams 
hover above handmade tables, shelves and chairs. A fusion of  
functionality and modern design, the collection incorporates 
white oak and walnut, as well as leather and steel. Angelicola, 
who grew up in New Jersey, ran a woodworking business in 
Philadelphia, where he met Nguyen, a Texas native who worked 
as a home goods designer for Urban Outfitters.

The couple says they hope to release additional pieces next 
spring, incorporating more handmade textiles and steel. “Our 
furniture is about us coming together and making meaning 
through our creative passions,” they explain. “We hope to bring 
joy and build memory in the lives of  our customers. Our furniture 
is meant to last a lifetime and more.”

EDITED
High desert design studio Fire on the 
Mesa creates timeless furniture for the 
contemporary home – and now you can 
see the work in a new showroom, Shop 
on the Mesa, in Yucca Valley. 
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thoughtfully

Shop on  
the Mesa

56636 Twentynine Palms Hwy.,  
Yucca Valley 

Open Thursday through Sunday,  
noon to 5 p.m. 

shoponthemesa.com
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WHAT BROUGHT YOU  
TO THE DESERT?
We lived in Philly in a historic carriage house 
we restored from a shell. Working on our 
home and collaborating on furniture pieces made 
us excited to continue growing creatively and as entrepreneurs. 
The handcrafted style of  California midcentury design has been 
an inspiration for us, so we decided to make a transition for our 
creative pursuits. We decided on living in Joshua Tree to be close 
to nature and also have the time and space to do what we love.

HOW DID YOU MEET?
We met on Craigslist (as we often like to tell people). But, really, 
we did. Thao had just moved to Philly and was looking for a live/
work space. She looked at Anthony’s warehouse space. Though 
she didn’t move in, that was the start of  a creative friendship that 
turned into a romantic relationship.

HOW HAS YOUR FURNITURE EVOLVED SINCE YOU 
FIRST STARTED? 
Our first project together was definitely a learning experience. 
Anthony ran a carpentry business for 10 years and we’ve 
collaborated for eight years. Working on client projects, working 
in corporate design and working on our furniture has taught us 
about materials, finishes, production and design processes. We 

like to take vacations as an opportunity to be inspired and learn 
new things, such as visiting the George Nakashima workshop in 
New Hope, Penn., Donald Judd’s compounds in Marfa, Texas, and 
recently Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin West in Phoenix. We utilize 
a lot of  what we learn and experience in developing our designs. 

WHAT WORDS WOULD YOU USE TO DESCRIBE YOUR 
FURNITURE PIECES?
Our furniture is best described as handcrafted modern. That term 
we borrowed from design anthropologist Leslie Williamson’s 
book [of  the same name]. Anthony comes from a technical 
production background and has a thorough understanding 
of  materials and how they perform. Thao comes from design 
research, concept and trends. We meet in the middle to design 
and prototype. Through working on pieces over the years, 
we’ve developed Fire on the Mesa as a furniture brand that 
blends together our attention to craftsmanship and also love of  
modern design.
 
WHAT’S THE STORY BEHIND YOUR BRAND NAME, 

‘FIRE ON THE MESA’?
It is a poetic name for creative “fire” of  sorts that is 

inspired by our life out here in the desert. Real wildfires 
in California are no joke and we continue to give a 
portion of  our proceeds to help with relief  effort. We 
feel so fortunate to be able to build our lives around 
our passion and hope to be a positive impact on this 
growing desert community.

ARE THERE ANY CUSTOM PROJECTS THAT 
STAND OUT IN YOUR MIND?

Shop on the Mesa is the one that stands out most to us. 
We’re in love with how it’s all come together. We call the store 
style ‘Marfa x Japan.’ We’re [also] excited [about] the current 
handcrafted commercial projects we’re working on! Can’t share 
the details but we’re looking forward to how it will enrich the 
Joshua Tree community!  

Fire on  
the Mesa
To purchase work,  

visit fireonthemesa.com.  
You can also follow on Instagram  

@fire_onthe_mesa!
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